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ABSTRACT 

The continuous growth in the human population and climate change exacerbates the problems related to water 

scarcity. Harvesting the atmospheric water can mitigate the water scarcity in many regions around the globe. Fog 

collection using hybrid hydrophilic-superhydrophobic surfaces has the capacity to achieve a higher water collection 

rate. In this paper, a new method and materials are introduced to create the hybrid surfaces. The method includes 

additive manufacturing- to make sheets with holes-, mixing and casting polymeric matrix composite, and a controlled 

spray coating mechanism. The materials comprised of hydrophobic coating on top of the acrylic printed sheet and 

hydrophilic composite. The ratios of the pitches to diameters of the hydrophilic regions varied during the experiments 

to obtain the best water generation. The water collection rate for the sample with diameters of 583 um and a pitch 

of 1600 um has achieved 57% more than the untreated hydrophilic sample. The contrast in wettability accomplished 

by this novel method has the potential to be implemented on a large scale for atmospheric water harvesting. 

Keywords: Hydrophilic, Superhydrophobic, Hybrid Surfaces, Fog Harvesting, Additive Manufacturing 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Water is considered one of the most fundamental substances to life on Earth. It comprises a significant percentage of 

all living creatures; 60% of an adult human body is made of water [1]. The projection of the World Health 

Organization (WHO) for drinking and domestic needs of water is averaging from 50 to 100 litres per person per day 

[2]. Furthermore, water is needed and used heavily in agriculture and various industries. The Food and Agriculture 

Organization (FAO) forecasted that 1.2 billion people already reside in agricultural regions facing insufficient water 

supply [3-4]. Urban areas around the globe are likewise facing shortages with quantity and/or quality. The United 

Nations' projection for the urban dwellers not having adequate supply and management of water increased by 50% 

since 2000 [5]. The continuous growth in the global population will increase the demand for freshwater, and more 

areas will face the shortage. The water crises are also aggravated by climate change through the increase in droughts 

occurrence [6]. The United Nations expects 4.8 to 5.7 billion people to suffer from water shortage by 2050 for at 

least one month per year [7]. 

While water covers 71% of our planet, less than 1% of this water is usable freshwater [8]. Many approaches have 

been considered and pursued to overcome water shortages. Seawater desalination is one of them, yet the process 

requires high investment and consumes high energy [9]. One of the other approaches to solve the water crisis is to 

collect water from sustainable-untapped resources such as the water in the atmosphere. The estimation of the amount 

of water in the atmosphere is about 3000 cubic miles [8]. The water in the atmosphere can be in a gaseous or 

condensed form. The fog consists of tiny water droplets that reside in the air, with a small diameter ranging from 1 

to 40 um [10].  

Many floras and faunas have evolved throughout millions of years to survive in a harsh dry environment by 

harvesting the atmosphere's water. Among the many observed creatures to do so are the Namib beetle desert 

(Stenocara gracilipes), various Cactaceae species, the green tree frogs (Litoria Caerulea), the cribellate spider (Uloborus 

walckenaerus), and the Bermuda grass (Cynodon dactylon) [11-13]. These creatures have unique wetting 

characteristics and surface structures that lead to efficient water generation either by dewing or fog basking. The 

dewing process includes a phase transfer where the water vapor condenses into the water as the temperature drops 

below the dewpoint. In comparison, fog basking is mainly a collection of fog's tiny water droplets. 
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The Stenocara beetle inhabits the Namib desert, where the annual rainfall is fewer than 13mm, and the fog 

happens around 30 days per year [9]. The beetle's dependence on fog harvesting was a source of intensive studies 

and biomimicry. The pioneering work of Parker and Lawrence (2001) suggested that the beetle's dorsal consists of 

random hydrophilic bumps, with a diameter of 0.5mm and a pitch of 1-1.5mm in the middle of the waxy hydrophobic 

region [14]. More recent studies by Nørgaard and Dacke (2010) postulate that the Stenocara beetle has a hydrophobic 

surface rather than a hybrid hydrophilic-hydrophobic nature [15]. Yet, the research to make and study hybrid surfaces 

for both condensation and fog harvesting during the last couple of decades has successfully shown such surfaces' 

efficiency [16-24]. The construction of hybrid surfaces by the researchers varied with materials, processes, and their 

complexity.  

Parker and Lawrence (2001) created a simple hybrid surface by embedding hydrophilic sphere glasses with a 

diameter of 0.6 mm in hydrophobic wax [14]. The water collection rate of their hybrid surface was more than that 

of the hydrophobic wax [14]. Mondal et al. used needles as the hydrophilic part and penetrated them through 

superhydrophobic sheets to create hybrid surfaces for water collection by dewing [16]. Hou et al. formed the hybrid 

surface using photolithography and etching to fabricate hydrophilic micro-pillars of silicon dioxide surrounded by 

superhydrophobic fluorinated Nano-grass and tested their condensation efficiency [17].  Garrod et al. created the 

hybrid surfaces by plasmachemical deposition and modification with a broad study of the affective dimensions, and 

pitches of the hydrophilic part to the hydrophobic region were implemented [18]. Zhang et al. (2015) used inkjet 

printing to achieve a micropattern of the hydrophilic array on top of the superhydrophobic layer [19]. Their printed 

super hydrophilic array was created by in situ polymerization of polydopamine [19]. Wang et al. (2015) made the 

biphilic surface by using thermal pressing to attach treated superhydrophobic metal gauzes to a hydrophilic 

polystyrene sheet [22]. Wong et al. (2015) created a hybrid surface of micropatterned hydrophilic poly (2-

hydroxypropyl methacrylate) on hydrophobic polystyrene with the dewetting process [24]. 

While the aforementioned methods successfully created and examined the efficacy of the hybrid surfaces with 

different sizes, the majority of them used expensive and complicated procedures. In this paper, a new, inexpensive 

method is introduced to create hybrid surfaces. The hybrid surfaces made here consist of an array of hydrophilic 

regions in the middle of a superhydrophobic. The surfaces are fabricated using additive manufacturing, spray coating, 

polymeric matrix composite mixing, and casting. The paper postulates that the water collection rate (WCR) can be 

enhanced by using the new hybrid surfaces. Furthermore, the research explores the hybrid surfaces’ WCR by changing 

the hydrophilic region’s diameter and between them. The rest of this paper is organized as the following. In section 

2, materials, equipment, samples’ preparation, and experiment setup are presented. Section 3 illustrates the results 

and discussion including the samples' dimensions, samples' wettability, and the water collection rate for the samples. 

The conclusion is presented in Section 4. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The Stenocara gracilipes. The beetle inspired the research of hybrid surfaces. The beetle inhabits the Namib 

desert, and it depends on fog to generate its water [14]. 

 

 

2 MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT, SAMPLES PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENT SETUP 

2.1 Design, Materials, Equipment, and Samples Preparation 

In this research, eight samples were prepared. The samples were distributed as follows: six were hybrid surfaces, one 

hydrophilic, and one superhydrophobic. The sample's preparation included the design of the sample and separate 

implementation of the superhydrophobic portion and the hydrophilic part, and finally attaching them to create a 

controlled array of hydrophilic regions in the superhydrophobic area.  
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The design criteria for the hybrid surfaces include a four-by-four array of hydrophilic circles. The diameter of the 

circles is designed to be 400um for three samples and 500um for the other three. The pitches for the hydrophilic 

regions are designed to vary from 1.5, 2, and 3 of the diameters.  

 

 

 

Figure 2: The holes' diameters and pitches of the sheets. The purpose of the design is to control the ratio of the 

superhydrophobic to the hydrophilic area in the samples. 

 

 

Table 1: The design criteria for two different diameters with three pitches for the hybrid surface to evaluate the best 

ratio to enhance the water collection rate.  

 

Hole diameter Pitch = 1.5 Diameter Pitch = 2 Diameter Pitch = 3 Diameter 

400 600 800 1200 

500 750 1000 1500 

 

 

The superhydrophobic part is made using additive manufacturing and spray coating. The designs were first created 

using AutoCAD Inventor. The samples' peripheral dimensions were 14.5mm by 12.5 m, while the thickness of the 

sheets designed to be 100um. Additionally, two L-shape frames were added to each sample to prevent the warping 

of the sheet due to the cleaning and its small thickness. 

Polyjet 3D printer (Stratasys objet260) is used to print the samples. The materials used for printing are made of 

acrylic monomer, exo-1,7,7-trimethylbicyclo (2.2.1) hept-2-yl acrylate; tricyclodecane dimethanol diacrylate, 

photoinitiator, acrylic oligomer, and titanium dioxide. The printing ensured minimum support material by including 

the optimum orientation, glossy and high-quality print settings. The printed sheets were collected and cleaned 

manually using a spatula and DI water, then sonicated with non-ionic soap and DI water for ten minutes for each 

step. Later, the sheets were cleaned with acetone, methanol, isopropanol. The next step was converting the printed 

sheets into superhydrophobic by coating them. The superhydrophobic coating was made by mixing 10mg/ml of 

hydrophobic fumed silica and ethanol. The sheets attached to a slide glass and airbrush were used to coat them. A 

controlled speed stage was made to ensure consistency for all samples. The stage consisted of a lead screw, Arduino, 

stepper motor, and dual H bridge driver. The airbrush used a pressure of 3.8bar, and it was held vertically 22cm 

from the stage. The stage speed was 40 rpm with a correspondent linear speed of 320 mm/min. 

The hydrophilic part was made using polymer matrix composite with copper powder as filler. The used copper 

powder Particle size was 325 mesh (0.1%> 63µm, 96.1%<45µm) [25]. The resin of the matrix material is made of 

Bisphenol A-epichlorohydrin polymer (=>60% w/w), and (3(2,3Epoxypropoxy) propyl) trimethoxy silane (>= 

0.1) [26]. The hardener is made of: Isophorone diamine (7 - 13% w/w), Bisphenol A (0.1 - 1 % w/w), 

Diethylenetriamine (0.1 - 1 % w/w), and Tetraethylenepentamine (0.1 - 1 % w/w) [27]. An equivalent volume of 

resin and hardener were used to create the composite polymeric matrix. The overall composite mixture was created 

with a weight percentage of 25% of the polymer and 75% filler. The composite consisted of 0.125g of resin, 0.125g 

of hardener, and 0.75g copper powder. The composite component mixed for three minutes and leveled for another 

one minute.  The composite was mixed inside a prepared silicon-based mold. The mold dimensions were 15, 25.4, 

and 1 mm. The manual mixing was performed with a spatula for three min and the leveling for another minute.  

The final step for the sample preparation was attaching the coated sheets to the prepared composite; this was done 

after six minutes from the start of the mixing. Later, the samples were detached from the molds after 24 hours.  
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Furthermore, the two additional samples with no hole in the design were prepared, one was coated to become only 

superhydrophobic, and the other was without coating (to be only hydrophilic).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: The seven CAD designs to implement the six hybrid surfaces, hydrophilic, and superhydrophobic samples 

for the experiments. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: a. The design of the sample as it's attached to the composite. b. The prepared samples with different 

diameters and pitches 

 

 

2.2 The Experiment's Setup  

The WCR of the samples was tested in a lab environment with fog/mist emulation. A commercial humidifier 

(Levoit model LV600HH) was used for this purpose. The flow velocity was measured as 0.5 ±1 m/s. 

The mist was generated with an average of 300 ml/h and ejected with an angle of 50 ̊. A sample holder was designed 

and printed. The sample's distance from the humidifier outlet was 12.5 cm. The average humidity of the sample was 

measured to be around 90-95%, and the experiments were done at a room temperature of 21±1 ̊C.  
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a.       b.  

 

Figure 5: a. The schematic of the experiment's settings. b. water collection on the sample  

 

 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Three types of results obtained for the experiments: 

• Samples' dimensions  

• Samples' wettability 

• The water collection rate for the samples 

 

3.1 Samples' Dimensions 

The dimensions of hybrid surfaces' components were determined using both stereomicroscope and digital microscopy 

(Hirox Digital Microscope). The diameters of the holes and their pitches were measured for the sheets after printing. 

While the estimated pitches were close to the design, the diameters were less by different percentages. The designs 

were modified by adding 200um for each diameter. The new calibrated samples were printed again and measured. 

Furthermore, the calibrated samples were used to fabricate the hybrid surfaces and were finally measured.  

 

 

 

Figure 6: The samples' pitches were measured using a stereomicroscope. The original designs were later modified by 

adding 200 um for the diameters. This was done due to the limitations of the printer and to make the diameter close 

to the intended designs. 

 

 

 Superhydrophobic 

surface 

Hydrophilic        Water droplet 
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Figure 7: The samples' diameters were measured using a stereomicroscope. The original designs were later modified 

by adding 200 um for the diameters. This was done due to the limitations of the printer and to make the diameter 

close to the intended designs. 

 

 

The overall observation for the dimensions of the printed sheet is higher accuracy of the pitches compared to the 

diameters of the holes.  

The thickness of the printed sheets, composite, and coating layers were measured using the digital microscope. A 

sliding glass was partially covered with scotch tape and coated with the exact coating mechanism, later the tape was 

removed, and a step was created for the measurement. The total thickness for the sample designed with diameters 

of 500um and a pitch of 1500um was 787 ± 20um.  

 

Table 2: The layers thicknesses for the sample designed with diameters of 500um and a pitch of 1500um  as measured 

optically 

 

Layer Thickness Uncertainty 

Composite thickness (Fig. 8) 654 μm ±11μm 

Blank sheet (Fig. 9) 113 μm ±11 μm 

Four passes coating (Fig. 10) 20 μm ±13 μm 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: The coating was measured using the Hirox digital microscope. The coating on the glasses performed with 

the same conditions as on the sheet. 

 Superhydrophobic 

coated Sheet 

 

 

Hydrophilic 

Composite 
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Figure 9: The uncoated sheet as measured by the Hirox digital microscope 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: The composite thickness measured by digital microscope 

 

 

3.2 Samples' Wettability 

The wettability of the samples' component describes the behaviour of the contact between them and the water. The 

wettability is measured through the contact angle between the interfaces of the air-water and the solid-water at the 

three phases contact line. Multiple contact angles can occur with different local minimum free energy. These contact 

angles are encapsulated between the advancing and receding angles as they represent the maximum and minimum 

contact angles for the system [28]. The measurement of the advancing and receding contact angle was obtained using 

sessile-drop goniometry. DI water droplets were placed on the samples with the needle was halfway inside the 

droplets. Quasi-static conditions were created for the measurements by using an automated pump with a slow flow. 

The pump flow rate used in the experiment was 0.08 ul/sec. The advancing contact angles were calculated as the 

water was pumped in until the baseline of the droplet started to move. At the same time, the receding angles 

measured with the water pumped out of the droplet, and the baseline began to shrink [29-30]. 

 

Table 3: The Advancing contact angle (ACA) and Receding contact angle (RCA) were measured using a goniometer. 

The droplet volume increased and decreased with 0.08ul/sec to obtain quasi-static conditions  

 

Material ACA RCA Hysteresis 

Hydrophilic sheet 73.4 ± 1.5 50 ± 2 23.4 ± 2.5 

Hydrophilic composite 72 ± 0.4 29.4 ± 1.1 42.6 ± 1.2 

Superhydrophobic coated 

sheet 
163.1± 0.5 161.7 ± 0.6 1.4 ± 0.8 
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Figure 11: a. The ACA for the superhydrophobic area. b.The RCA for the superhydrophobic area. The measurements 

obtained using a goniometer and automated water dispenser with a volume rate of 0.08 ul/sec 

 

 

3.3 The Water Collection Rate for the Samples  

The WCR of the eight samples was attained in the lab using a humidifier to emulate the fog. 

 

 

 

Figure 12: The water collection rate for the samples, including the homogeneous hydrophilic and homogeneous 

superhydrophobic samples 

 

 

The WCRs for the six hybrid samples are more than that of the untreated hydrophilic sample. This can be explained 

through the analysis of the collection mechanism. The fog harvesting mechanism can be divided into three steps [31-

33]. 

• Collecting and capturing the deposited water droplets  

• Migration and accumulation of the droplets 

• The shedding  

The first step of fog harvesting is majorly influenced by fog density. The second step started with the captured droplets 

on the surface beginning to move from the area with low surface free energy into the ones with high surface free 

energy. The driving force for the movement can be described by the following equation: 

F1= 𝛾 (cos 𝜃
1

− cos 𝜃
2

)    ------------(1) [34-35]. 

Where F1 is the droplet migration driving force, 𝛾 is the water surface tension of the water, 𝜃1  and 𝜃2 are the contact 

angles of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions, respectively.  

Thus, the higher contrast in wettability will create a more potent migration driving force and faster droplets growth 

on the hydrophilic regions. The droplets continue to grow on both the hydrophilic and the superhydrophobic 

regions; they still will be under a pinning capillary force that keeps them attached to the surfaces. 

The third step: The shedding of the water droplets will start when the force exerted by gravity is more significant 

than the retention force. The previous condition is described by the Furmidge equation:  

 

𝑚𝑔 sin 𝛼 > 𝛾𝑙 (cos 𝜃𝑟 − cos 𝜃𝑎)   --------- (2) [31]. 
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Where m is the mass of the droplet, g is the gravity acceleration, α is the sliding angle, γ is the water tension, 𝑙 is the 

width of contact of the droplet, 𝜃𝑟 is the receding angle on the hydrophilic region, and 𝜃𝑎 is the advancing angle for 

the hydrophobic region. 

The measured low contact angle hysteresis for the superhydrophobic area indicates a Cassie-Baxter wetting 

condition. The Cassie-Baxter wetting condition is associated with minimum contact area between the droplets and 

the surface, as the air pockets exist underneath the droplets. Some of the droplets on the hybrid surfaces were 

observed not moving to the hydrophilic regions; this might indicate a wetting transition from the Cassie-Baxter regime 

into the more pinned Wenzel state. In the Wenzel state, the surface asperities penetrate the water droplet, and no 

air pocket exists. The transition happens primarily due to the young-Laplace pressure, making the droplet wet the air 

pockets underneath them. The aforementioned wetting's transition can also explain the water collection behaviour 

on the superhydrophobic sample.  

The hydrophilic sample, on the other hand, showed less water collection as the water droplets created bigger 

pinned droplets which emulated the stagnate film is condensation.  

In addition to the previous mechanism and affecting factor, additional variables influence the WCR, such as the 

wind speed, the distance from the source of mist, and the fog droplet size [32]. The droplet kinetic energy, due to 

the wind, helps the droplets' collection, migration, and shedding. On the other hand, a very small droplet size 

combined with high wind speed might lead to the loss of the droplets due to evaporation. Another factor that might 

influence the collection is the account of water vapor condensation into water. The previous mechanism assumed 

the WCR is only associated with fog water droplets, while the high saturation occurring during the experiment might 

lead to the water vapor phase transition. 

 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

• Hybrid surfaces for fog harvesting were created successfully using pol-jet 3D printing, hydrophobic coating, 

and hydrophilic polymeric composite.  

• The water collection rate of the hybrid surfaces was compared to that of the hydrophilic and 

superhydrophobic samples. The dimension of the diameter and pitches of the hydrophilic regions in the 

hybrid surface significantly influence the WCR. 

•  The diameter of the hydrophilic region and the pitches varied to obtain the best WCR. The sample with 

582 ± 51 um diameter and 1600 ±75 pitch achieved 57% more water than the untreated hydrophilic 

surface. 

• The novel method to create hybrid surfaces is scalable. It can be modifying to any curvature by detaching 

them from the mold after 30 min and attach them to any other surface.  

• Further studies are needed to fully capitulate the influential factors on the fog harvesting mechanism and 

the relation among them 

• The printing accuracy slightly affected the desired dimensions; other options for the manufacturing of the 

sheet might lead to better results  
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